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Abstrat Reent works try to optimise olletive ommuniation in grid
systems fousing mostly on the optimisation of ommuniations among
dierent lusters. We believe that intra-luster olletive ommuniations
should also be optimised, as a way to improve the overall eieny and
to allow the onstrution of multi-level olletive operations. Indeed, in-
side homogeneous lusters, a simple optimisation approah rely on the
omparison from dierent implementation strategies, through their om-
muniation models. In this paper we evaluate this approah, omparing
dierent implementation strategies with their predited performanes.
As a result, we are able to hoose the ommuniation strategy that bet-
ter adapts to eah network environment.
1 Introdution
The optimisation of olletive ommuniations in grids is a omplex task beause
the inherent heterogeneity of the network forbids the use of general solutions.
Indeed, the optimisation ost an be fairly redued if we onsider grids as in-
teronneted islands of homogeneous lusters, if we an identify the network
topology.
Most systems only separate inter and intra-luster ommuniations, optimis-
ing ommuniation aross wide-area networks, whih are usually slower than
ommuniation inside LANs. Some examples of this two-layered approah in-
lude ECO [11℄, MagPIe [4,6℄ and even LAM-MPI 7 [8℄. While ECO and MagPIe
apply this onept for wide-area networks, LAM-MPI 7 applies it to SMP lus-
ters, where eah SMP mahine is an island of fast ommuniation. Even though,
there is no real restrition on the number of layer and, indeed, the performane
of olletive ommuniations an still be improved by the use of multi-level om-
muniation layers, as observed by [3℄.
If most works today use the islands of lusters approah, to our knowledge
none of them tries to optimise the intra-luster ommuniation. We believe that
while inter-luster ommuniation represents the most important aspet in grid-
like environments, intra-luster optimisation also should be onsidered, speially
⋆
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if the lusters should be strutured in multiple layers [3℄. In fat, olletive om-
muniations in loal-area networks an still be improved with the use of message
segmentation [1,6℄ or the use of dierent ommuniation strategies [12℄.
In this paper we propose the use of well known tehniques for olletive om-
muniation, that due to the relative homogeneity inside eah luster, may redue
the optimisation ost. Contrarily to [13℄, we deided to model the performane of
dierent implementation strategies for olletive ommuniations and to selet,
aording to the network harateristis, the most adapted implementation teh-
nique for eah set of parameters (ommuniation pattern, message size, number
of proesses). Hene, in this paper we illustrate our approah with two examples,
the Broadast and Satter operations, and we validate our approah by ompar-
ing the performane from real ommuniations and the models' preditions.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Setion 2 presents the denitions
and the test environment we will onsider along this paper. Setion 3 presents
the ommuniation models we developed for both Broadast's and Satter's most
usual implementations. In Setion 4 we ompare the preditions from the models
with experimental results. Finally, Setion 5 presents our onlusions, as well as
the future diretions of the researh.
2 System Model and Denitions
In this paper we model olletive ommuniations using the parameterised LogP
model, or simply pLogP [6℄. Hene, all along this paper we shall use the same
terminology from pLogP's denition, suh as g(m) for the gap of a message of
size m, L as the ommuniation lateny between two nodes, and P as the number
of nodes. In the ase of message segmentation, the segment size s of the message
m is a multiple of the size of the basi datatype to be transmitted, and it splits
the initial messagem into k segments. Thus, g(s) represents the gap of a segment
with size s.
The pLogP parameters used to feed our models were previously obtained with
the MPI LogP Benhmark tool [5℄ using LAM-MPI 6.5.9 [7℄. The experiments to
obtain pLogP parameters, as well as the pratial experiments, were onduted
on the ID/HP iluster-1 from the ID laboratory Cluster Computing Centre
1
,
with 50 Pentium III mahines (850Mhz, 256MB) interonneted by a swithed
Ethernet 100 Mbps network.
3 Communiation Models with pLogP
Due to the limited spae, we annot present models for all olletive ommuni-
ation, thus we hose to present the Broadast and the Satter operations. Al-
though they are two of the simplest olletive ommuniation patterns, pratial
implementations of MPI usually onstrut other olletive operations, as for ex-
ample, Barrier, Redue and Gather, in a very similar way, what makes these two
1
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operations a good example for our models auray. Further, the optimisation of
grid-aware olletive ommuniations explores intensively suh ommuniation
patterns, as for example the AllGather operation in MagPIe, whih has three
steps: a Gather operation inside eah luster, an AllGatherv among the lusters'
roots and a Broadast to the luster's members.
3.1 Broadast
With Broadast, a single proess, alled root, sends the same message of size m
to all other (P − 1) proesses. Among the lassial implementations for broad-
ast in homogeneous environments we an nd at, binary and binomial trees,
as well as hains (or pipelines). It is usual to apply dierent strategies within
these tehniques aording to the message size, as for example, the use of a ren-
dezvous message that prepares the reeiver to the inoming of a large message,
or the use of non-bloking primitives to improve ommuniation overlap. Based
on the models proposed by [6℄, we developed the ommuniation models for some
urrent tehniques and their avours, whih are presented on Table 1.
We also onsidered message segmentation [6,12℄, whih may improve the om-
muniation performane under some spei situations. An important aspet,
when dealing with message segmentation, is to determine the optimal segment
size. Too little messages pay more for their headers than for their ontent, while
too large messages do not explore enough the network bandwidth. Hene, we
an use the ommuniation models presented on Table 1 to searh the segment
size s that minimises the ommuniation time in a given network. One deter-
mined this segment size s, large messages an be split into ⌊m/s⌋ segments, while
smaller messages will be transmitted without segmentation.
As most of these variations are learly expensive, we did not onsider them
on the experiments from Setion 4, and foused only in the omparison of the
most eient tehniques, the Binomial and the Segmented Chain Broadasts.
3.2 Satter
The Satter operation, whih is also alled personalised broadast, is an oper-
ation where the root holds m×P data items that should be equally distributed
among the P proesses, inluding itself. It is believed that optimal algorithms
for homogeneous networks use at trees [6℄, and by this reason, the Flat Tree
approah is the default Satter implementation in most MPI implementations.
The idea behind a Flat Tree Satter is that, as eah node shall reeive a dierent
message, the root shall sends these messages diretly to eah destination node.
To better explore our approah, we onstruted the ommuniation model
for other strategies (Table 2) and, in this paper, we ompare Flat Satter and
Binomial Satter in real experiments. In a rst look, a Binomial Satter is not
as eient as the Flat Satter, beause eah node reeives from the parent node
its message as well as the set of messages it shall send to its suessors. On
the other hand, the ost to send these ombined messages (where most part
is useless to the reeiver and should be forwarded again) may be ompensate
Table1. Communiation Models for Broadast
Implementation Tehnique Communiation Model
Flat Tree (P − 1)× g(m) + L
Flat Tree Rendezvous (P − 1)× g(m) + 2× g(1) + 3 × L
Segmented Flat Tree (P − 1)× (g(s)× k) + L
Chain (P − 1)× (g(m) + L)
Chain Rendezvous (P − 1)× (g(m) + 2× g(1) + 3 × L)
Segmented Chain (Pipeline) (P − 1)× (g(s) + L) + (g(s)× (k − 1))
Binary Tree ≤ ⌈log2P ⌉ × (2 × g(m) + L)
Binomial Tree ⌊log2P ⌋ × g(m) + ⌈log2P ⌉ × L
Binomial Tree Rendezvous ⌊log2P ⌋ × g(m) + ⌈log2P ⌉ × (2 × g(1) + 3× L)
Segmented Binomial Tree ⌊log2P ⌋ × g(s)× k + ⌈log2P ⌉ × L
by the possibility to exeute parallel transmissions. As the trade-o between
transmission ost and parallel sends is represented in our models, we an evaluate
the advantages of eah model aording to the lusters' harateristis.
Table2. Communiation Models for Satter
Implementation Tehnique Communiation Model
Flat Tree (P − 1)× g(m) + L
Chain
∑P−1
j=1 g(j ×m) + (P − 1)× L
Binomial Tree
∑⌈log2P⌉−1
j=0 g(2
j ×m) + ⌈log2P ⌉ × L
4 Pratial Results
4.1 Broadast
To evaluate the auray of our optimisation approah, we measured the om-
pletion time of the Binomial and the Segmented Chain Broadasts, and we om-
pared these results with the model preditions. Through the analysis of Figs.
1(a) and 1(b), we an verify that models' preditions follow losely the real
experiments. Indeed, both experiments and models preditions show that the
Segmented Chain Broadast is the most adapted strategy to our network pa-
rameter, and onsequently, we an rely on the models' preditions to hose the
strategy we will apply.
Although models were aurate enough to selet the best adapted strategy,
a lose look at the Fig. 1 still shows some dierenes between model's predi-
tions and the real results. We an observe that, in the ase of the Binomial
Broadast, there is a non expeted delay when messages are small. In the ase of
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Figure1. Comparison between models and real results
the Segmented Chain Broadast, however, the exeution time is slightly larger
than expeted. Atually, we believe that both variations derive from the same
problem.
Hene, we present in Fig. 2 the omparison of both strategies and their pre-
ditions for a xed number of mahines. We an observe that preditions for the
Binomial Broadast t with enough auray the experimental results, exept in
the ase of small messages (less than 128kB). Atually, similar disrepanies were
already observed by the LAM-MPI team, and aording to [9,10℄, they are due
to the TCP aknowledgement poliy on Linux that may delay the transmission
of some small messages even when the TCP_NODELAY soket option is ative
(atually, only one every n messages is delayed, with n varying from kernel to
kernel implementation).
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In the ase of the Segmented Chain Broadast, however, this phenomenon af-
fets all message sizes. Beause large messages are split into small segments, suh
segments suers from the same transmission delays as the Binomial Broadast
with small messages. Further, due to the Chain struture, a delay in one node
is propagated until the end of the hain. Nevertheless, the transmission delay
for a large message (and by onsequene, a large number of segments) does not
inreases proportionally as it would be expeted, but remains onstant.
We believe that beause these transmission delays are related to the buering
poliy from TCP, we believe that the rst segments that arrive are delayed by
the TCP aknowledge poliy, but the suessive arrival of the following segments
fores the transmission of the remaining segments without any delay.
4.2 Satter
In the ase of Satter, we ompare the experimental results from Flat and Bino-
mial Satters with the preditions from their models. Due to our network har-
ateristis, our experiments shown that a Binomial Satter an be more eient
than Flat Satter, a fat that is not usually explored by traditional MPI imple-
mentations. As a Binomial Satter should balane the ost of ombined messages
and parallel sends, it might our, as in our experiments, that its performane
outweighs the simpliity from the Flat Satter with onsiderable gains aord-
ing to the message size and number of nodes, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In
fat, the Flat Tree model is limited by the time the root needs to send suessive
messages to dierent nodes (the gap), while the Binomial Tree Satter depends
mostly on the number of nodes, whih denes the number of ommuniation
steps through the ⌈log2P ⌉ × L fator. These results show that the ommunia-
tion models we developes are aurate enough to identify whih implementation
is the best adapted to a spei environment and a set of parameters (message
size, number of nodes).
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Further, although we an observe some delays related to the TCP aknowl-
edgement poliy on Linux when messages are small, speially in the Flat Satter,
these variations are less important than those from the Broadast, as depited
in Fig. 4.
What alled our attention, however, was the performane of the Flat Tree
Satter, that outperformed our preditions, while the Binomial Satter follows
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the preditions from its model. We think that the multiple transmissions from
the Flat Satter beome a bulk transmission, whih fores the ommuniation
buers to transfer the suessive messages all together, somehow similarly to the
suessive sends on the Segmented Chain Broadast. Hene, we observe that the
pLogP parameters measured by the pLogP benhmark tool are not adapted to
suh situations, as it onsiders only individual transmissions, mostly adapted to
the Binomial Satter model.
This behaviour seems to indiate a relationship between the number of su-
essive messages sent by a node and the buer transmission delay, whih are
not onsidered in the pLogP performane model. As this seem a very interest-
ing aspet for the design of aurate ommuniation models, we shall losely
investigate and formalise this multi-message behaviour in a future work.
5 Conlusions and Future Works
Existing works that explore the optimisation of heterogeneous networks usually
fous only the optimisation of inter-luster ommuniation. We do not agree
with this approah, and we suggest to optimise both inter-luster and intra-
luster ommuniation. Hene, in this paper we desribed how to improve the
ommuniation eieny on homogeneous luster through the use of well known
implementation strategies.
To ompare dierent implementation strategies, we rely on the modelling
of ommuniation patterns. Our deision to use ommuniation models allows
a fast and aurate performane predition for the olletive ommuniation
strategies, giving the possibility to hoose the tehnique that best adapts to eah
environment. Additionally, beause the intra-luster ommuniation is based on
stati tehniques, the omplexity on the generation of optimal trees is restrited
only to the inter-luster ommuniation.
Nonetheless, as our deisions rely on network models, their auray needs
to be evaluated. Hene, in this paper we presented two examples that ompare
the predited performanes and the real results. We shown that the seletion
of the best ommuniation implementation an be made with the help of the
ommuniation models. Even if we found some small variations in the predited
data for small messages, these variations were unable to ompromise the nal
deision, and we ould identify the probable origin from these variations. Hene,
one of our future works inlude a deep investigation on the fators that lead to
suh variations, and in speial the relationship between the number of suessive
messages and the transmission delay, formalising it and proposing extensions to
the pLogP model.
In parallel, we will evaluate the auray of our models with other network
interonnetions, speially Ethernet 1Gb and Myrinet, and study how to reet
the presene of multi-proessors and multi-networks (division of tra) in our
models. Our researh will also inlude the automati disovery of the network
topology and the onstrution of optimised inter-luster trees that work together
with eient intra-luster ommuniation.
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